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RESOLVING ENERGY PROBLEM IN 
MAINLAND BARMM

POLICY NOTES 

Abstract
After failing to pay off their combined
outstanding debts of over P16 billion, the
Department of Finance (DOF) has
directed the state-run Power Sector
Assets and Liabilities Management Corp.
(PSALM) to cut off the power supply to
Lanao del Sur Electric Cooperative, Inc.
(Lasureco) and curtail Maguindanao
Electric Cooperative, Inc. (Magelco)
supply of power [3]. Compounding
interest, financial mismanagement,
alleged corruption of some staff of ECs,
low collection efficiency to consumers,
and high system loss due to illegal
electrical tapping and politicizing are
attributed as the root causes of the huge
debt problems of Magelco and Lasureco.
These are persistent issues that have
plagued energy cooperatives for decades.
Some policy proposals are looking into
the idea of creating of condonation bill in
congress, paging the representatives of
the affected districts, given that the
reported P16 billion obligation is a
carryover from the past and has
accumulated due to the leniency and
laxity of the collection agency.
Additionally, BARMM has the option to
pay the huge debt of two ailing ECs, take
over the management immediately, and
restructure it. Lastly, since there are
already local government-owned
distribution utilities in the Philippines, it is
also advised that the viability of LGUs
taking over the electric distribution in
their franchise area be studied.

The people of Maguindanao and Lanao Del

Sur were practically on the verge of darkness

after the elections. Their electric power was

about to be turned off until the court

granted them a reprieve, issuing a timely

temporary restraining order (TRO) [1] and the

letter of the Chief Minister of BARMM asking

the planned measure to be put on hold [2],

that allowed them to have electricity for the

time being.

On June 8, 2022, the Department of Finance

(DOF) instructed state-run Power Sector

Assets and Liabilities Management Corp.

(PSALM) to disconnect Lanao del Sur

Electric Cooperative, Inc. (Lasureco) from the

grid and curtail Maguindanao Electric

Cooperative, Inc.'s (Magelco's) supply of

power after failing to settle their

outstanding debts of over P16 billion in total

[3]. The DOF maintains that PSALM should

not provide MAGELCO and LASURECO with

free electricity because (1) it is not PSALM's

responsibility to subsidize electricity

expenses, and (2) PSALM lacks the funding

to do so [4].

Both electric cooperatives (ECs) struggled to

make timely payments on their current

electricity bills. Both electricity distributors

could not to pay their obligations due to

alleged financial mismanagement by the 
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Policy Issue

The province of Maguindanao and

Lanao Del Sur will lose electricity due to

power curtailment to Magelco and

power cut to Lasureco for failure to

settle over 16 billion pesos unpaid

electricity bills.
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Data and Findings
How Electric 
Cooperatives Work

cooperatives and poor customer collection

effectiveness, which led PSALM to take out

additional loans to make up the deficit,

according to DOF [3].

"To end to the ballooning financial obligations

of Magelco and Lasureco, the DOF has

ordered PSALM to commence the

curtailment for Magelco and disconnection

for Lasureco starting May 26, 2022," the

department said [3].

In the case of MAGELCO, the company only

paid P45.5 million of the P147.2 million in total

electricity costs from December 2021 to April

2022. MAGELCO had P3.8 billion in unpaid

government obligations as of April 30, 2022.

On the other side, LASURECO's unpaid

electricity bills to PSALM as of April 30 2022

were P12.9 billion in overdue payables [3].

Additionally, Magelco and Lasureco were

stated to have incurred unremitted universal

charges (UC) totaling P29 million and P9.5

million, respectively, which were collected

from their customers [3].UCs are collected

each month by the grid operator and power

distributors and sent to PSALM [3].

Electric cooperatives (ECs) have been a crucial

part of providing electricity to homes in rural

areas for more than 40 years. Since there is

frequently only one EC per province,

consumers have very little (or no) option

regarding their energy supplier [5]. ECs are

non-stock, non-profit, privately-held

businesses that are owned by their member-

consumer-owners [6]. These are governed by a

Board of Directors chosen by member-

consumers. Also, the National Electrification

Administration (NEA) is in charge of

overseeing its management and operations.

Only 7 of the 121 legally authorized electric

cooperatives in the Philippines, according to

the National Electrification Administration

(NEA), are deemed to be in poor condition [6].

Four of the seven ill ECs are from the BARMM

region [7].

NEA classifies ECs as "ailing" or "red" (1) when

they have negative net worth for the previous

three years ; (2) accumulated 90 days of

transmission and power supply charges in

arrears ; (3) unable to provide electric service

due to institutional or technical issues ; (4)

unable to carry out their obligations as an

electric distribution utility effectively ; or (5) fail

to meet other operational requirements. [8]. 

According to NEA, factors such as political

meddling, armed conflict, cultural beliefs,

challenging geographic conditions, right-of-

way issues, and others might explain why ECs

are not performing up to par with the

operational parameters. [6].
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Root Cause of the Debt 
Problem in Mainland BARMM

The debt, which was amassed over many

years and reached billions of pesos in total, is

made up of more than half interest payments

accumulated due to the collecting agency's

leniency and laxity over the years [9]. The

Department of Finance, on the other hand,

attributed the reasons to poor financial

management and ineffective consumer debt

collection [3]. Only 16,000 out of 47,000

member-consumers, or 34%, are regularly

paying their monthly electric bills, according

to Sultan Ashary Maongco, general manager

of Magelco [10]. In contrast, some of the

workers (collectors) of the agency mentioned

above do not voluntarily submit the

consumer fees in each barangay and

municipality of Maguindanao province,

according to BTA member of parliament Datu

Midpantao Midtimbang Sr [11]. He continued

by alleging that the said agency has a culture

of pervasive corruption due to of some of its

employees engaging in dishonest behavior to

drive up the province's electricity costs.

Additionally, Maguindanao residents vented

their anger towards Magelco on Facebook

[12]. one of the posts complained about the

faulty meter reading of KWH values by

Magelco staff since the consumer expected to

pay less for electricity because of the

alternating blackouts in their location [12]. 

Lasureco also cited system loss and collection

issues as contributing factors. The issue is

exacerbated by Lasureco's high system loss

and low collection efficiency, according to

Kince Panondiongan, the executive assistant

for Lasureco. This is due to various technical

and non-technical causes, including 

consumer-residents "mindset" that claims

Maranaos own Lake Lanao, the energy source,

and should therefore not pay power bills [13].

Additionally, illegal electric tapping is a widely

used technique that has long been a

hindrance to Lasureco's operations [14]. Power

outages in locations with deteriorated lines

that were neglected for 40 years before the

current leadership of General Manager

Nordjiana Dipatuan-Ducol launched efforts to

repair the lines and gradually convert them

from single-pace to three-pace are another

issue that aggravated the issue, according to

him [13].

However, former Energy Secretary Jose Rene

D. Almendras addressed the issue of the

growing debt of ECs in 2012 [15]. Electric

cooperatives, according to him, frequently

suffer from poor management and financial

issues [15]. He asserts that some politicians

shield the board members of electric

cooperatives that fail to make timely

payments to power-generation companies or

award donations or incentives that were not

merited [15]. Power cooperatives have

occasionally been utilized to influence voters

within a franchise region [15]. According to

Almendras, this issue is crucial since, in

addition to endangering the survival of electric

cooperatives to the disadvantage of the

affected consumers, the ballooning

commitments also prevent possible

investments in the power generation sector

[15].
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National Government and 
BARMM Actions

MILG Minister Naguib Sinarimbo stated that

Finance Secretary Sonny Dominguez

declared an "open" position on the call for the

writing off of existing power cooperatives'

standing debts; however, no follow-up

meeting on the matter was held since the

onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, on which

the national government's time and resources

have been focused [13].

However, as of April 2022, the national

government's debt had increased to a record

P12.76 trillion due to the covid-19 pandemic

response and significant infrastructure-

related borrowings [16] Due to this

government's enormous debt load, it was

impossible to clear off the debt owed by the

affected electric cooperatives.

Ahod Ebrahim, the chief minister of

Bangsamoro, outlined the regional

government's actions concerning the subject

of the disconnecting and curtailing of Lanao

Del Sur Electric Cooperative, Inc. (LASURECO)

and Maguindanao Electric Cooperative, Inc.

(MAGELCO) in a letter dated June 7, 2022 [2].

In the letter, the chief minister asked PSALM

to postpone the power cut because it would

have a bad effect on the political, economic,

and social situations within the concessions of

LASURECO and MAGELCO as well as in the

Bangsamoro Autonomous Region [2].

He added that part of the search for long-

term solutions to the financial problems of the

distribution utilities is “the creation of a new

distribution entity that will mirror the services

being offered by Lasureco and Magelco [2]. 

This entity may be in place within the

transition, or after the regular parliamentary

elections in the BARMM in 2025,” Ebrahim said

[2]. This is under Article XIII, Section 36 of the

Bangsamoro Organic Law (BOL), which

provides that the Bangsamoro Government

may establish new entities for the generation

and distribution of electricity as well as

support current electric cooperatives [2].

Analysis
Compounding interest, financial

mismanagement, alleged corruption of some

staff of ECs, low collection efficiency to

consumers and high system loss due to illegal

electrical tapping, and politicizing are some of

the root causes of the huge debt problems of

Magelco and Lasureco. These are persistent

issues that have plagued energy cooperatives

for decades. A thorough examination into the

root causes of the present issues is necessary

to offer a firm solution to ensure the problem

doesn't reoccur. The Bangsamoro Parliament

has the authority to look into Magelco and

Lasureco in aid of legislation. If the BARMM

government has the necessary resources, both

financially and humanly, they can expedite the

examination of the viability of buying out the

ECs.

Magelco and Lasureco can engage in dialogue

and information dissemination at the village

and town levels in Maguindanao and Lanao

Del Sur to increase collection efficiency and

line losses. Making a task force to step up

operations against illicit electric wiretapping

and tampering will help minimize system

losses and improve revenue collection. Strong

support from the local government units 
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within Magelco and Lasureco's service area is also essential.

Due to the enormous debts incurred by the national government to respond to the COVID-19

epidemic and borrowings related to infrastructure, the Duterte administration is no longer

amenable to the call-off for the standing debts of power cooperatives headquartered in the

BARMM.

Looking into the idea of creating of condonation bill in congress, paging the

representatives of the affected districts, given that the reported P16 billion

obligation is a carryover from the past and has accumulated due to the leniency

and laxity of the collection agency [9]. The BTA can also offer support by adopting a

resolution that expresses the sentiment of the group [9].

So that it will not be an unduly burdensome requirement for the cooperatives, a

request that the obligation is restructured through payment in phases must be put

forward. [9]

Exploring the feasibility of LGUs taking over the electric distribution in their

franchise area since there are existing local government-owned distribution utilities

in the Philippines.

A recommendation is that the two struggling ECs will be acquired by BARMM,

which will take over management right immediately if not sooner, and restructure

the cooperatives. Later on, they can sell it to private businesses since, as experience

has shown, the government is a poor manager.

To provide concrete remedies and ensure that the issue doesn not recur, more

research is needed to identify the true causes of the debt issues faced by the

electric cooperatives established in the BARMM.

Several proposals to purchase cooperatives,open the door for private businesses

with specialized knowledge to manage them [9]. This has the drawback that

private firms will manage the cooperatives for profit while being insensitive to

social responsibility [9].

Policy Options 
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